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Get Out of Your Lunch Rut 

As summer wraps up and we get back into the fall routine, it’s the perfect time to get out of a lunch rut and
find a little inspiration for healthy, delicious, and most importantly, easy lunches. 

There are many arguments for why packing a lunch everyday (or meal prepping in general if you don’t
have to pack a lunch) is a good idea, from saving money, to making sure you have a healthy, satisfying
option ready to go! In our house, it's easy to find inspiring dinner recipes, but lunches often fall to the
wayside and become some thrown together; a mashup of random leftovers or something we find in the
back of a cabinet. For us, lunches put together with intention help to stop the temptation of skipping out
and grabbing something, which saves not only your wallet but also your waistline.

Here are a few tips, tricks and even some recipes to help spice up your lunches: 

If you are a cold salad lunch person: 

Salads are great lunch options because they are portable and healthy, but in order to be successful, have
to have the staying power to keep you satisfied until dinner. Keep dressings and avocados separate until
just before you eat them - it’s easiest to get a salad container (like this  https://amzn.to/2OhaeKV ) to help
keep everything in its own space, so nothing gets soggy 
 
Recipes To Try:  
Strawberry Cucumber Spinach Salad with Apple Cider Vinaigrette 
For a non-lettuce salad: Refreshing Quinoa Black Bean Salad

___________________

If you are a hot lunch person: 

Heating up a lunch can make it feel more like a meal and up the satisfaction quotient. This is a good way
to use dinner leftovers (that are heat up friendly) or make a batch of lunches that you can eat throughout
the week or freeze and enjoy over time. Make sure your lunch meal has a good dose of protein to keep
you going until dinner.

Recipes To Try:  
Turkey Taco Lunch Bowls 
Spicy Chicken Meal-Prep Bowls

___________________

If you are a sandwich or wrap person: 

https://mailchi.mp/2b8a79ccfa36/boosting-535647?e=[UNIQID]
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Sandwiches and wraps are incredibly convenient to eat during a busy day and still get a meal that’s
packed with healthy veggies and proteins. There’s always traditional bread and tortillas, but swapping out
pita pockets or even lettuce wraps are a great way to add variety. Try leaving the condiments separate
until just before eating to keep your sandwich from getting soggy.

Recipes To Try:  
Light Chipotle Ranch Chicken Wrap 
Avocado Egg Salad Sandwiches

___________________

If you are a soup person: 

Obviously soups are a more popular choice in the cooler months, but can be a hearty, comforting break in
the middle of the day. Just make sure you have a microwave safe, spill proof dish with a lid for stress free
transport and heating.

Recipes To Try:  
Beef Barley Soup 
Slow Cooker Chicken Fajita Soup

___________________

If you are a always on the run person: 

Maybe you are always on the go and have a hard time finding that time to sit down and eat lunch. Try
incorporating granola bars, energy bites or even some hummus and veggies into your day. While there
are many options to buy, making your own lets you control what’s in them!

Recipes To Try:  
5 Ingredient Peanut Butter Energy Bites 
Homemade KIND bars 
Easy Homemade Hummus

___________________

I think the key to all of this is finding ways to easily add variety to your lunch routine. While these do take a
little extra time, we think its worth it to reduce the stress of the last minute lunch scramble and knowing we
have a plan for a healthy, satisfying lunch. Keep it fresh and keep it fun and enjoy a delicious lunch!

- Kristen & Dr. Chris

ch-ch-ch-changes! back to school means backpacks

Our Office Hours Are Changing 
Changes are hard, but we're going to make it as easy as possible!  
Starting August 20th, our afternoon shifts are going to move to a half hour later. On Monday, Wednesday
& Thursday afternoons, our shifts will start at 3:30pm and go until 6:30pm (instead of 3-6pm). We'll be
scheduling our last patients at 6:20pm and hope this helps to accommodate after work adjustments. Let
us know if you have any questions! 

http://www.thecreativebite.com/light-chipotle-ranch-chicken-wrap/
http://www.eatingwell.com/recipe/262658/avocado-egg-salad-sandwiches/
https://thefoodcharlatan.com/beef-barley-soup-recipe/
https://therecipecritic.com/slow-cooker-chicken-fajita-soup/
https://chefsavvy.com/5-ingredient-peanut-butter-energy-bites/
http://www.eatyourselfskinny.com/homemade-kind-bars/
https://sweetpeasandsaffron.com/best-easy-homemade-hummus/


*One other hour change to note: on Thursday, August 9th, the office will be only open from 7:30-10:00am
and closed the rest of the day. Thanks for understanding!

___________________

 
Quick Tips for Backpack Safety as Kids Head Back to School:

1. Start with an advantage, buy a bag made of lightweight material.  Smaller sometimes can be better
since it cannot be overloaded with unnecessary materials

2. Buy a bag with multiple compartments for organizing.  This also helps evenly distribute weight. 
Place heavier items towards the back and lower in the bag so weight is distributed close to the
body and over the hips. 

3. Make sure the bag has two wide shoulder straps.  Also make sure your child is using both of these
wide shoulder straps, even if it isn’t the cool thing to do.

4. Make sure shoulder straps fit snuggly and hold the bag close to the back.  You can also get a bag
with a waist strap to help reinforce the bag against the body.
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